You Be the Detective

You stand near the counter in a drugstore and overhear two men conversing. One of them is complaining about a rash on his face. The other, a pharmacist, suggests some medication.

The customer says he's had a similar rash before and it cleared up without medication. The pharmacist is surprised and says he'll have to check the reports of the rash.

As the customer leaves, the pharmacist calls you over and says, 'You know what? This rash is definitely unusual. It's not from the same cause as the last one.'

Stay bath-sweet with Mum

Simple, safe, sure, duping freshness; odourless clothes.

Travelling At Home

How to save time and energy on your next trip.

Rupert and Miranda—5

Pen Pals

Skeleton Crossword

De Witt's Pills

Important Notice

CROSSWORD

1. SKELETON

2. PEN PALS

3. De Witt's Pills

4. Important Notice

Drugs are not to be used

Byfaitiska Press

O divided by 2

Is the formula for a kiss

The formula for...

Lustroline

Shampoo is our secret

But the results are the same—Delightful!

It's sheer delight to watch your hair shine and to feel its soft, singularly when you wash it regularly with Lustroline, the Coconut Oil Shampoo without the only Coconut Oil. Why not give your hair a treat with Lustroline?

Stokes & Byrnek Ltd.—April.